
Noga Vigdor

With a passion for web development 

Interests

https://www.linkedin.com/in/noga-vigdor

Language

Portfolio

TechnicalAssitant•ATT- advanced teaching
technologies

Part Time

2017 - 2021

I have developed and implemented digital solutions in a
Microsoft SharePoint environment.

I have built digital forms, updated the schools websites as
well as provided technical support to the schools with both
online and frontal instruction about the system. I’ve guided 
the teachers on how to use the system and worked with 
colaboration with other team mmbers.



Webmaster • www.sigal.co.il - Websites that Work!

Part Time

2009 - 2016

I've updated customer's WordPress websites - uploaded

content and made needed desgin changes in HTML and

CSS. I also gave frontal and online guidance to users on

how to use wordpress



Webmaster • The Third Eye

Full Time

2011 - 2014

I was responsible for updating the busines website

(WordPress), content editing, mailing distribution system,

technical maintainance and online clients support.



Marketing Assistant • Pfizer Pharmaceuticals

Full time

2005 - 2009









Work experience

MultimediaDesign•IBA International Business
Academy

AP

August 2021 - June 2023

Computer Communications,•Rama Institute for 
Vocational Training Ltd.

2000 (850 hours)






Psychology and Statistics•Haifa University

1996 - 1998

Education

Hebrew - Native

English - Experienced

Danish - Beginner

UX/UI design, user and usability tests,

different methods of analysis, design

processes and project planning, JavaScript, CSS

and HTML, organic SEO, Wordpress CMS and

Adobe softwares.





https://www.noga.digital



I have a passion for coding, nowadays focusing on 
Javascript but I also have back-end knowledge as I 
took courses in php, MySql and Java. I also find 
special interest in UI/UX and used Xd and Figma in 
my studie’s projects. I’m well familiar with design 
processes, implementing an  agile approach and 
using scrum. 
I have worked with WordPress CMS and have 
experience in content updates and theme creation.

I know how to work with theme builders but also 
update code when needed.   
I have a wide technological background in various 
platforms and it helps me get familiar with new 
subjects I desire/need  to learn.

I like taking responsibilities when working in a team 
and doing my best in order to achieve optimal 
results.   


JavaScript

Adobe XD

WordPress

Figma

HTML

CSS

Competences

https://www.linkedin.com/in/noga-vigdor
https://noga.digital/
https://noga.digital/


About me

I've been around for quite some time, exploring the
internet wonders and making myself familiar with 
variouscoding languages and design skills.

Last year I decided  to "make it official" and started 
studying multimedia design(and started a new life 
in a new country!) 
I find a special interest inweb development and 
user experience. 
I’m very curious, autodidact and  very passionate 
about succeeding and improvingmy knowledge.

I enjoy reading/watching online tutorials and 
implementingit myself.   
Although being significantly older than my 
classmates, I’ve found a way to connect and I take a 
very active part in my classes and in group projects. 
As a person, I tend to be  introverted, but at the 
same time I am very friendly with a great will to 
take responsibilities and contribute. 
I’m a mother to three daughters who mean the 
world to me.  

I hope to find an internship which I can both add
value to the company and gain further knowledge.                              
 

Hobbies

Army Service

I enjoy photography (I'm a pixel peeper...),

family trips with my three dughters, watching

true life stories documenteries and listening to

good music. Twice a week I learn Danish at the

language school.

Personal information

Kløvervej 35 4.th 6000 Kolding

noga.vigdor@gmail.com

February 22, 1975

For a reference on my time at ATT, Amnon

Sussman can be contacted at:

amnonsussman@gmail.com

+45 52 73 52 61

Administrative manager • Hapoalim” bank

Full time

2002 - 2005



Client service manager• “Ploner” Internet Shop

Full time

1999 - 2002



Document control worker • Tower Semiconductor

Full time

1998 - 1999      





Terminal operator and HR planner• Israeli  
Air Force

Full time

1993 - 1995

I was responsible for producing statistical reports and  
learned a dedicated coding language for that  
purpose.


Reference
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